
As Like

Name: Date: __/__/20__

_______ he looked, a peculiar sensation passed over him.1. As

These argols not having, _______ the others, undergone the process of
rumination, present nothing but a mass of straw more or less triturated; they
throw out a great smoke when burning, and are almost immediately
consumed.

2. like

He crawled back _______ carefully _______ he had gone.3. as as

_______ she stared, an idea came to her.4. As

_______ he did so, he uncovered.5. As

My companions, who, _______ myself, were all colonists, were Jeff D.
Franklin of Florida, David Murphy of New Jersey, A. H. Carpenter of
Massachusetts, and a Mr. Crosby of Tennessee.

6. like

The yellow warbler seems to be the favorite host of this parasite, and
something _______ a special instinct may have grown up in the warbler with
reference to this strange egg.

7.
like

The door was _______ wide _______ the mouth of a cavern.8. as as

He felt _______ if he were being lifted from the floor.9. as

It was _______ if a heavy cloud had been lifted from her horizon.10. as

There is no such thing _______ democracy in our country.11. as

He looked _______ loyal _______ the sword itself.12. as as

The venture ended _______ might have been expected.13. as

He was belted beyond all earl- _______ need; wore indeed two belts,
which supported two long hunting knives and a Malay kris, such as we now
get from the Philippines; as well as a revolver large beyond all proportion to
his own size.

14. like
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If the poor are happy, or can be happy, things are very well _______ they
are.
15. as

It was _______ if the moonlight lay within his hand.16. as

I feel _______ if I could sleep for a week.17. as

And in the spring, before the coming of the Lady Alianora, the French
King sent to our King a very strange animal, the _______ of which was never
before seen in England.

18.
like

David shouted _______ loud _______ he could shout.19. as as

I exclaimed, _______ we passed a remarkable village.20. as
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